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MULTICULTURAL  
EATS IN SYDNEY
If you have intrepid tastebuds, then Sydney is the place to be. 
A treasure trove of authentic food and flavours from across the 
globe, the harbour city’s ‘melting pot’ menu includes Malaysian 
hawker food, Lebanese charcoal chicken, Shanghainese 
dumplings, Neapolitan pizza and so much more – no passport 
required. The city’s CBD and neighbourhoods are home to exotic 
culinary gems, ‘eat streets’ and festivals that transport visitors 
to all corners of the globe, with renowned chefs such as Kylie 
Kwong, Neil Perry and Dan Hong putting a modern spin on things. 
Then there are the homely, family-run restaurants serving food 
that’s just like mum used to make, wherever mum might have 
hailed from.

TOP THREE

Explore Cabramatta
Cabramatta in Sydney’s southwest is one of the city’s most vibrant 
neighbourhoods with major food mojo. Start with yum cha at 
Iron Chef before grazing your way through the predominately 
Vietnamese eateries along John Street. Stock up on fresh food at 
bustling fruit shops, grocery stores and authentic street market, 
sip sugarcane juice and sweet Vietnamese coffee as you watch the 
world go by.

Dinner at Mr. Wong
This glam, two-storied Cantonese eatery is epic in size, scope and 
ambition and has become the place to be seen in Sydney (yeah, 
that was Kim and Kanye). But forget the celeb-spotting; chef Dan 
Hong’s food is excellent, from scallop and flying fish roe siu mai, 
to crisp-skinned chicken with spicy salt, and silky mango pudding 
to end.

Go on a gelato crawl
Aussies might be better known for their love of a pub crawl, but 
with the number of top gelaterias in Sydney on the increase and 
the hot summer months upon us, a gelato crawl is not something 
you’re going to forget. Hit the world’s best gelato (they have the 
award to prove it) at Enmore’s Cow & The Moon or step into gelato 
heaven at Bondi’s Gelato Messina or Messina Dessert Bar in 
Darlinghurst. 

TOP: SEPIA CHEF MARTIN BENN. MIDDLE: MR WONG 
RESTAURANT. BOTTOM: GELATO MESSINA.



AMAZING ASIAN FOOD

Thai food has been a long-time favourite in Sydney and the 
offerings just keep getting better. Favourites Spice I Am and Chat 
Thai (both have multiple Sydney venues) are joined by a raft of 
restaurants equally unafraid of Thailand’s traditionally bold, fiery 
flavours. Caysorn at Haymarket turn the chilli dial up with their 
southern Thai menu, Khao Pla at Chatswood have sticky sweet-
sour pork ribs that’ll blow your mind, and Green Peppercorn – a 
Fairfield restaurant famous for its Thai and Laos food – has just 
opened a second branch in a part of Sydney’s CBD known as 
‘Thainatown’ thanks to its array of top Thai restaurants and  
food shops.

Chinese food in Sydney has reached new heights, too, reflecting 
the vast regional diversity of food in China with the likes of China 
Republic (the amazing Peking duck is cooked in a tall, traditional 
wood-fired oven) and Neil Perry’s Spice Temple still piling on the 
pepper for its authentically lip-numbing Sichuan dishes. Sydney is 
also dumpling-crazy, with the favourites including Din Tai Fung’s 
soupy Shanghainese xiao long bao and New Shanghai’s pan-fried 
crab and pork buns. The suburb of Ashfield has been dubbed 
Sydney’s ‘dumpling belt’ – its main street lined with Chinese 
dumpling eateries.

If it’s Vietnamese food you’re after, head to Cabramatta or 
Canley Vale, where favourites including Tan Viet and Hai Au Lang 
Nuong, join bustling fresh fruit markets, vibrant dessert stalls 
and Vietnamese cafes. In Chatswood the range of Asian food 
is diverse, but Taiwanese food is really taking off – try Bao Dao 
Taiwanese Kitchen (don’t miss the braised pork buns), or Hu’s 
Inn for xiaochi – deep-fried street food snacks. And while Korean 
food has been going gangbusters for years in suburbs such as 
Strathfield and Eastwood, it’s reaching new heights and audiences 
with more upmarket offerings, Moon Park (Redfern), Danjee 
(Sydney) and Kim (Potts Point). 

STREET AND BAR FOOD FANATICS

While not necessarily being served up from traditional street-
side vendors, quick and flavour-packed street food from across 
the globe is all the rage in Sydney. Whether it’s Malaysian 
roti from Mamak (Haymarket and Chatswood), garlic-sauce 
smeared Lebanese charcoal chicken from El Jannah (Granville), 
Vietnamese banh mi from hole-in-the-wall Marrickville Pork 
Roll, or Greek souvlaki from Kefi Greek Tavern (Kingsgrove) 
and spanakopita and Greek sweets at Alpha Foodstore (a casual 
offshoot of Alpha Restaurant in the CBD) – Sydney’s got it covered. 
We don’t mind a bit of culture-blending either, with places such as 
Pazar Food Collective at Canterbury drawing crowds with its mix 
of Mexican and Turkish street food favourites.

We’re also loving Japanese bar food – try the beef ribs at Izakaya 
Fujiyama at Surry Hills, the yakitori at newer Chaco Bar at 
Darlinghurst, and the gyoza at Harajuku Gyoza at Potts Point. 
There’s also a special yakitori-focused menu for those dining at 
the bar at Sepia Restaurant (named Sydney’s best restaurant by 
The Sydney Morning Herald Good Food Guide 2014). When we’re 
not at the bar, we can’t say no to ramen, with the best options 
including no frills food-court stalls Gumshara (Eating World, 
Haymarket) and Ramen Ikkyu by acclaimed chef Haru Inukai 
(Sussex Centre, CBD).

ITALIAN FOOD TO RIVAL ITALY

The queues at Enmore’s Cow and The Moon went from long to 
infinite when the gelataria’s almond affogato flavour took out top 
prize at this year’s Gelato World Tour competition held in Rimini, 
Italy. There’s also stellar scoops to be had at the always inventive 
cult-favourite Gelato Messina (multiple locations), and Riva Reno 
at Darlinghurst where gelato is kept at the perfect temperature 
and consistency in custom-made ‘pozzetti’ (stainless steel  
covered containers).

CHAT THAI RESTAURANT.



Alongside the ‘world’s best gelato’, Sydney also boasts four 
pizzerias awarded the stamp of approval from staunch pizza 
pendants at Naples’ Associazione Verace Pizza Napoletana: 
Leichhardt’s Aperitivo, Newtown’s Gigi, Lucio Pizzeria at 
Darlinghurst, and Pizza Mario at Surry Hills. Meanwhile, 
the pizza at Via Napoli (Lane Cove and Gladesville) is often 
touted as Sydney’s best, and newcomer Queen Margherita of 
Savoy (Cronulla) is representing Sydney’s south in the serious 
Neapolitan pizza making game. 

For a more upmarket Italian meal, restaurants Lucio’s at 
Paddington, Ormeggio at the Spit at Mosman and Pilu at 
Freshwater are among the best, while newcomers Da Orazio 
Pizza + Porchetta at Bondi, and The Lemon Tree in Sydney’s CBD 
are creating plenty of buzz.

THE LOCAL ‘WORLD TOUR’

Sydney’s multicultural population means there’s a surprising 
global gem around just about every corner. There are also certain 
suburbs that are hubs for cuisines from particular countries or 
continents – the streets packed with restaurants and grocery 
stores with specialist food supplies. 

Visit Auburn for Middle Eastern food, Cabramatta for Vietnamese, 
Harris Park for Indian, Fairfield for Thai, Lao and Iraqi food, 
Portuguese at Petersham, and Kingsford for Indonesian, to name 
a few. Some cuisines are not as easy to find in Sydney, but don’t 
despair – you can get your fix of Jamaican at Jam Vybz (Glebe), 
South African at Lucky Tsotsi (Darlinghurst), Burmese at Sun’s 
Burmese Kitchen (Blacktown) and Filipino at La Mesa in the CBD.

FOOD EVENTS

The Cabramatta Moon Festival takes place in September. The 
traditional harvest celebration marks the autumn full moon 
– expect plenty of moon cakes, lanterns, Asian food stalls, 
entertainment, cooking demonstrations and eating competitions. 

October is Good Food Month in Sydney and sees dozens of cultural 
food festivals take place across Sydney, including the Night Noodle 
Markets. Held over two weeks in Hyde Park, the market brings 
together food stalls from Sydney’s best restaurants, with a focus on 
Asian food. 

Parramasala hits Parramatta and Harris Park in October and 
celebrates international arts and culture with a focus on south Asia. 

Darling Harbour plays host to a series of cultural festivals 
throughout spring and summer, including events celebrating the 
food and culture of Burma, Brazil, Poland, Japan and more. 

MOON PARK RESTAURANT.

THE LEMON TREE SYDNEY.
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